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Contents: Aria (Stradella) * I Attempt from Love's Sickness * I See a Huntsman * Largo and
Allegro * Pavane pour une Infante Defunte * Reveries * Romance * Rondo * Scherzo *
Symphony No. 5 * Theme and Variations * Villanelle.

From Publishers WeeklyBorn and raised in a Brooklyn ghetto, then sent to a reform school
where he learned the rudiments of boxing, Tyson at age 14 became the protege of legendary
manager Cus D'Amato, who offered training in fisticuffs and social behavior. The former training
succeeded, as D'Amato predicted, in Tyson's becoming the world heavyweight champion; the
latter, according to ABC sports producer Heller ( In This Corner ), has proven less satisfactory.
Heller traces the champion's meteoric rise to the top, examining the role various boxing
associations have played in Tyson's life. Also discussed are individuals important in Tyson's
history, including Don King, his current mentor, and ex-wife Robin Givens and her mother,
whose alleged venality Heller tends to soft-pedal. The result is a thorough, rather bland book.
Photos not seen by PW.Copyright 1989 Reed Business Information, Inc.From Library
JournalThe proliferation of publications focusing on successful boxer Mike Tyson continues with
this comprehensive account of his life both in and out of the ring. The author, who is a television
sports producer, concentrates on the characters and personalities that helped shape the man;
they range from street toughs to tutors, trainers, business associates, and relatives. He
particularly dwells on the players left behind (dumped)--the many who assisted in Tyson's
transformation from neighborhood bully to world champion. Whereas Phil Berger's Blood
Season ( LJ 6/15/89) focused more on the business battles and Jose Torres's Fire and Fear see
Prepub Alert, LJ 3/1/89 on Tyson's highly publicized character traits, Heller's book presents the
entire package, providing the most definitive account yet of the young fighter's life.- William H.
Hoffman, Ft. Myers-Lee Cty. P.L., Fla.Copyright 1989 Reed Business Information, Inc.
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DebSim, “Highly recommended solo material for a developing horn player!. My daughter's horn
instructor had us get this book of solos because my daughter is at an advanced level for solos,
and because this edition comes with the piano accompaniment which is required for many solo
competition events. She's only learned one solo so far, but will probably be using this book for
other competitions, as well. It would be helpful if this book came with an accompaniment CD for
rehearsal purposes like some other solo books do. Luckily, the instructor had a rehearsal CD
from another source with this particular solo on it.”

RickDeckard, “An Essential. Just finished a high school S&E competition and though the piece
we chose wasn't composed for the french horn, and the judge mentioned that, just how many
pieces are, I ask? This book has a lovely selection of songs of varying skill levels...and unlike
some it does have a piano accompaniment book (with readable music and well-done editing
and composition for the accompanist). You can't perform without an accompanist at these
things, whether they be scholarship auditions or competitions.Side Note: The Mason Jones
Solos for the Horn Player is mostly covered on a CD by a particular french hornist: Gregory
Miller. It's available for MP3 Download here on Amazon and is worth so much more than those
terrible perfunctory wooden sample CD's that come with some books. Granted, the Gregory
Miller is for auditing only and DOES NOT furnish a blank accompaniment only option.For a
younger player, we had chosen the Kirchen Arie by Stradella, and there was no other way to find
that song, anywhere on any online site, store or even on freegal. It's a lovely baroque piece that
is thrilling to play without any reason or event coming up. If you like to have a youtube or CD
version to go to as part of your preparation for performing, etc, the Gregory Miller CD is probably
essential if you want inspiration or direction for pieces that are hard or impossible to find in this
book. So back to the CD: The performances are not generic and very well done by a reputable
pro and a very gifted accompanist--well recorded and polished. Very nice to listen to just on
their own. French Horn is just the most beautiful instrument, and this book expands any player's
horizons.”

K Leonard, “my nephew found this book to be very useful.. Yes, my nephew found this book to
be very useful.”

rk charles, “Five Stars. Good”

Alex, “Great fun. Really good with a wife range of peices for an intermediate/professional player”

LC, “Five Stars. Arrived early and was better than expected.”

The book by Wil Haygood has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 50 people have provided feedback.
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